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About This Game

GAMEPLAY

Omega Pattern is a Visual Novel which offers a variable multiple-choice decision system. This means that both the number of
decision points and the number of choices or options that you will find in those decision points may vary according to your

previous decisions during the game.

SYNOPSIS

The world where the Omega Pattern story happens is seemingly normal, similar to the one we live in. However, genetics and
fate mean that a few individuals are born with a kind of Pattern or special brain signal which lets them develop unique and

varied psychic skills that are determined by their life experiences, which form their behavior and character.

From the shadows, an organization known as Bioagora controls the world according to its own interests thanks to the power and
influences that they get, in part, from their Agents. These Agents are people who own the Pattern and have been coerced,
bought, forced and even captured against their will to be brainwashed and indoctrinated, so they can faithfully serve the

Bioagora.

Shaiel� (21 years old), a man who possesses the Pattern, has found himself forced to live in secrecy in order to avoid falling
into the hands of the Bioagora. However, as time passes, it gets more difficult to escape from a power which is increasing

exponentially. Seeking for allies has become a unavoidable, and it seems that the only alternative available are the Celtas; a
small and poorly organized group with unorthodox methods, whose plan to face the Agents and restoring an order different to
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the Bioagora’s seems near impossible.

As the rest of the population stay impassive in a gray world, Shaiel will have Shaiel to play his cards right and find out the truth
hidden by the Bioagora, the Celtas and himself.

FEATURES

Become the Main Character: Decide what to do in the most relevant moments of Shaiel’s past. This will determine his
current personality and therefore his psychic abilities and the decisions that you will be able to take in the future.

3 Story Lines: Access to 3 significantly different story lines, which means that you will have a high replay experience
where you will find suspense, action, drama, comedy, horror and romance.

+6 Hours: The variable multiple-choice decision system that we have implemented for the first part of the visual novel
can grant you up to 6 hours of gameplay or more.

Mobile Optimized: You will enjoy the same experience both in the Desktop (PC and Mac), Mobile and iPad versions.

 Full HD: 2048×1536 resolution for iPad users and 1920×1080 for Desktop and Mobile users.

Manga Anime Style: 100% original illustrated material.

Original Sound Track: An OST that creates the perfect atmosphere in every situation.

KEYBOARD AND MOUSE CONTROL

Skip Toggle: S.

Skip Unread: Ctrl.

Cancel/Back/In-game Menu: Escape/Right Click.

Confirm: Enter/Space/Left Click.

Up/Down/Left/Right on Menus: Arrows.

PROJECT

This is the first part of the Omega Pattern Visual Novel. To know more about the project, visit the Blog and FAQ section of the
Omega Pattern website and follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
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Title: OMEGA PATTERN - VISUAL NOVEL
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Borokai Studio
Publisher:
Borokai Studio
Release Date: 26 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: Pentium 4 2.1GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Please, try the free demo before purchasing. Thanks.

English
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bought as part of a bundle on fanatical, been playing this one lots simple match 3 with a back story i like it makes a change from
witcher 3. I liked the game, has a cozy feeling to it.
I got a bit confused of the story sometimes, but I played the game over a few spread out nights so that might have been the
reason. Luckily you can re-read noted found along the way,
I got frustrated sometimes about the puzzles, but it was a lot of stubborness to try solve it on my own instead of using the hints..
I backed this game on Kickstarter. Played several months ago, and found it an empty world with occasional nice graphics of
steampunk structures. Only found another player once--we shot at each other for five minutes or so, and then he/she quit and I
did too, since weapon-related graphics were nothing special or interesting, and the map was so expansive that there wasn't much
tension looking for the opponent...like playing hide and seek in the Grand Canyon.
Just tried it again (2/26) and the game has the same feel & problems, even with a somewhat different map. Got a "Unreal
Engine stopped working" when I switched from "online" to "defend," and quit.
Devs: Realistically, people are going to be dropping into the game and spending a few minutes to see if it's anything interesting
for them. If they need to hunt down instructions in terms of what to do, you will loose players. Spending the time now to make
the first few minutes of the game even a crude tutorial will have a lot of payback. Hope you do that...or even have a screen full
of print saying: "This is what this game is about, here's why it will be fun." I'm a backer so I will keep checking in every so
often, but if I wasn't, that would have been my last effort with WOA.. Thought it was a game, but it was a VR short story/movie.
A truly beuatifully made VR short that shows the capabilities of VR as a cinematic experience. A very beautifully told story that
went in some directions I really didn't see coming, great camera work, lighting and overall atmosphere.

We need more VR movies of this quailty it adds so much more to the experience it is unreal. The Great C is perfectly showing
that VR not only works great for games but also for movies.
The Great C is a clear recomandation!
. The game is ok .... I just have no diamonds :(. I saw this game in the catalog, and knew immediately that I must have it.

For far too long, the dust bunnies have reigned over this kingdom with an iron fist. That ends today. Plus, I've always wanted to
own a roomba so that's dope too.

Check out some gameplay here - https:\/\/youtu.be\/bLQHuoMp_vU. Great little idle game. Gorgeous art and fun character
building.
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Arkanoid to the next level, funny, enjoyable, and unique.. Hi, im writing about how tasty blue doesnt work and i'm on a mac.
When i open the game, the screen frezzes and requires me to restart my computer, i would prefer it if you could fix this
problem sooner rather than later because i have played the demo of this game from the official website and it is very enjoyable..
If you like difficult puzzle games, then this game is for you. I'm an hour in as of writing this review and have probably only
gotten 1\/4 of the way through my first island.

The game does a fantastic job of teaching you the rules and then letting you figure out the puzzles on your own. It doesn't get in
your way, just lets you experiment with the puzzles quickly (thanks to the undo and restart mechanics) and figure them out on
your own. There are only a handful of actual puzzle mechanics but the way they are combined make for some extremely
challenging puzzles.. a completely quality game, alot better than Hello Kitty Island in my opinon. even better, it's free! come
play with your friends and spam the n-word every time you die. it's all in good fun!. Kind of ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥, but I finally got
the hang of it, not bad. so far the game seems to be a slog with ongoing confusion. I reckon that the developers are trying hard to
simulate the actual environment of 1915 trench warfare. graphics serviceable but text is near impossible to read. trying working
through the tutorial but sluggish response or no response at all.

excited to try this game, it certainly has some potential but it is really rough in its present stage. it is in early access so I will
leave it on my machine and hope for the best with timely updates.
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